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ABSTRACT 
Symbolic interaction, liberal and republicanism and sociology of order perspectives have 
been used for theoretical explanation of citizenship behavior. Citizenship identity is studied 
by theoretical approaches. Description and explanation has been done by documentary and 
library Research method. Findings are qualitative.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Historical and theoretical evolution of citizenship: 

 Space between east of Mediterranean Sea and Indus River in India based on existing findings of 

Archaeology, city history and urbanism is introduced as origin of first city and urban culture and civilization. 

Shore of Tigris and Euphrates rivers or Mesopotamia, Nile and Indus are considered respectively as first places 

of birth and growing of cities. Mesopotamia and Shores of Nile are belonged to contemporary middle east, so 

this region is considered as pioneer of urbanism of world.  These regions are called as Shore Rivers civilizations 

(Castello; 1383:7). So, first independent cities that was depend on citizenship or polis were formed and birthed 

in Mesopotamia or more accurate in Sumer civilization(piran, 1380: 17).  This conception of citizenship was 

disappeared and later revived in Athens. Citizenship as having rights, tasks and active political participation was 

introduced by emerging of democracy in Athens city states.  

 A person that was considered as citizen could cyclically and periodically take and give order. Aristoteles 

state citizenship is required existing laws for supporting of internal and external threats, existing governments 

for guarantying these laws, thoughts and behavioral norms.   

  However, only men that were birthed there considered as citizen and citizenship circumscribed by a 

specific population, and women, slaves, children and foreigners weren’t defined as citizens(Shiani, 1381: 61-2).  

Max Weber believed that citizenship just can be found in west, because cities with these traits only  were 

generated  in west and eastern civilization such as India, China, Middle east don’t have such a this 

concept(Shiani, 1381: 63). Theoretically, concept of citizenship can be divided in two models: liberalism and 

civic republicanism.  Concepts such as rights, liberty, rationality and autonomy must be considered as shared 

core of liberal tradition. In fact, liberal thinkers define citizen as a Autonomous person who is free of internal 

and external limitations and behave rationally.  

 Also, concepts such as shared commitments and tasks, interdependency and social justice are main concepts 

of civic republicanism tradition.  Republicans define citizenship as having responsibilities and tasks of political 

society members to each other, community and state that necessitate voluntary actions and participation in 

different affairs(Shiani, 1381: 64).  John Rawls as thinkers of liberalism in new era define citizenship based on 

equal rights.  

 He states, if citizens consider themselves as free and equal, they find out that basic and primary rights , 

liberty, opportunities and resources are needed for moving toward shared and public gain.   

  In fact, citizens beside respect to other rights, use their rights for proceeding personal interests. But 

collectivism defines citizenship as active participation in society and focusing on collective interests. Socialist 

and Marxist perspectives consider citizenship in this way and challenge individualism(Ibid: 65). Liberty is most 

important aspect of life based on The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and citizenship in French 
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revolution; free publication and transition of thoughts and beliefs is one of the most valuable of human rights. 

So, each citizens can speech freely, write and print only if it is against liberty (Shokrkhah, 1383: 163).   

 Parsons argued that universal identity of citizenship is required universal norms such as activism, 

universalism, liberty, equalitarianism and achieved criteria. So, changes in direction of realization of citizenship 

in individual and structural levels made in transition from industrial to modern society(Shiani, 1381: 66).   

 Ralf Dahrendorf defines citizenship as concept that is needed for realization of justice and liberty. These 

thinkers believe that developing complete citizenship rights for all of people is main task of social policy and 

liberty is path of reaching to equality and lack of deprivation and naturally dynamic and real citizenship. Jürgen 

Habermas explain citizenship by concepts such as political community, civil society and public sphere(Ibid: 67).  

 T, H, Marshal is one of the most prominent of citizenship Liberal thinkers. He believes that citizenship 

gradually grow in democratic regimes and finally has 3 dimensions: civil, political and social (hesam, 1381). 

Civil dimension or civil law rights ( such as individual freedoms, freedom of speech, freedom of property, right 

to justice), political dimension or political rights( right to voting, right to participate in elections, right to elect 

and be elected) and social dimension( such as right to having security, social welfare, civil  and social 

services)(Nejati, 1380).  

 Aristotle in his famous book, Politics, argued that each person that considered as citizen in democratic 

government, is not citizen in oligarchic one, so citizenship is realized in democratic system.  Supporting of 

citizens for realization their own status of citizenship  is the most important obligation of citizenship rights in 

republicanism approach. Republicans emphasize that citizens both can and must participate in realization of 

their citizen status and this is depended on citizenship tasks and commitments. Added it, realization of 

citizenship is implied of having social and ethical virtues as ideal of democracy. Bourdieu  believes  that  social 

and citizenship  models and criteria are trained by cultural capital. Fuerbach states that human think differently 

in different situations(polkhanof, 1381).   Karl Mannheim argued that there is relationship between social 

context and situation of a person and his/her perspective and world view, it means thoughts must be considered 

in concrete ground and social, historical position in which thought are differed.  

 So based on Mannheim perspective, human awareness is due to his/her status, this cannot be ignored, it 

means, each object( human or things) is depend on position- collection of social and historical situations which 

each age has its own specific style of thinking(chalabi, 1375& Rabertson, 1374). 
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